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1. Introduction
Almost always noise figure is measured today by using a noise source delivering two different but
known noise temperatures (Y factor method). In commercially available noise sources these
temperatures are characterized by the excess noise ratio (ENR) value, describing the ratio of
equivalent noise power when switched on related to the noise power of a resistor at a temperature
of 290K (switched off). For a typical ENR value of 5 dB that means Th = 1207K and Tc = 290K.
In this paper the impact of Tc onto the noise figure uncertainty is analyzed. There are several
advantages when holding Tc as low as possible and not – as usual done ‐ at
290K. To realize Tc below room temperatures there are several possibilities, like cooling a resistor
with liquid nitrogen or using sky noise by a suited antenna, as was done by RW3BP [1]. Drawbacks of
these solutions are either that they are expensive/need huge effort or are small band, thus only
usable for one amateur band.
Therefore in this paper an alternative solution of a broadband noise generator on the basis of
Schottky diode operated in conduction region will be described. In conduction region the Schottky
diode shows a mixture of shot noise as well as thermal noise caused by the metal‐semiconductor
junction and the bulk resistance. By simple DC measurements the overall noise temperature can be
precisely determined and is in the order of 150K ... 200K, depending on the diode type used. At the
same time the bulk resistance in series with the differential resistance of the proper biased diode
shows very good match to 50 Ohms over a wide frequency range. Thus an amateur noise normal can
be implemented by simple DC and reflection factor measurement. Application and measurement
results will be presented.

2. Noise figure measurement uncertainty
In the standard Y factor measurement method to measure noise figure two main error sources are
specified by equipment manufacturers: the uncertainty of the noise source in terms of Denr and the
uncertainty of the power ratio or instrumentation error y. Typical values range e.g. between enr =
+/‐0.3dB for an old Ailtech 7615 or enr = +/‐0.2dB for an HP346A noise source. For the
instrumentation error of an HP8970A/B an instrumentation error of y = +/‐0.1dB is specified. When
analyzing the resulting error in noise figure (nf uncertainty, see annex) it turns out that the resulting
nf uncertainty is strongly dependent on the cold temperature of the noise source. In Fig. 1 the nf
uncertainty is shown as a function of cold temperature of the source for two different enr values of
the source and for two LNAs which are assumed for simulation purpose to differ in noise figure (nf =
0.1 dB and nf = 0.5 dB). From Fig. 1 it can be concluded that the cold temperature should be as low as
possible to keep the resulting nf uncertainty as low as possible. It can also be seen that even for very
low enr (enr = ‐4.5 dB) the nf uncertainty is reasonable low if cold temperature is as low as e.g. 150K.
Normally cold temperature of the noise source is at ambient room temperature, e.g. 290K. So it has
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where kkT/q describes the temp
perature volltage (26mV
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Fig. 2: Ciircuit model of a Schottky diode.
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3.2 Noisse model
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Inspectin
ng (2) it can be seen tha
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(
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4. Implementation
Based on the diodee model introduced in cchapter 3 a noise source
e by means of a Schotttky diode
d in forward direction wa
as implemennted, see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
6
operated

Fig. 5: Ciircuit of Scho
ottky noise generator.

DC curreent through the
t diode ca
an be alignedd by the variiable 10k resistor. A prrecision shun
nt of 1k
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d
at
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from thee DC part by a 10k chip resistor andd 1nF disk capacitor.
By takingg DC measurrements in this setup buulk resistance
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derived according to
o Fig. 3 and are in good aggreement to
o the data sheet.

Fig. 6: Reealization of Schottky dio
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plication and measu
urements
In order to provide a matched lo
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o VNWA
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n
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in cchapter 3 de
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a
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Fig. 7: Reeturn loss (RL) of the Sch
hottky noise ggenerator when
w
biased for
f minimum
m RL.
In Fig. 8 the comb
bination of the
t Schottkyy noise gen
nerator with a standardd noise generator is
suggesteed in order to
t lower the overall cold temperaturre of the new
w noise sourrce. This com
mbination
can be eeasily integraated into exissting noise fiigure analyzer setups, e.g. the often used HP897
70A/B. By
combinin
ng the noisee powers of the
t two noisse generatorrs by a directional coupleer which hass to have
low loss in main line to avoid too
o much increeasing of the overall cold temperaturre another advantage
results: b
because of the
t low coup
pling (‐19,5dB
B) there is viirtually no ch
hange in refllection coeffficient for
“on” and
d “off” statee which would cause addditional erro
ors for mismatched devicces under te
est (“gain
error”, see [5]).

Fig. 8: C
Combining Scchottky noise
e generator and standarrd noise sou
urce for “new
w” noise sou
urce with
decreaseed overall co
old temperature.
With thee setup show
wn in Fig. 8 noise figuree measureme
ent at an MCL ZEL‐12177LN low noisse L‐band
amplifier was taken with an HP
P8970B noisee figure anaalyzer. The noise
n
figure w
was measurred to be
approxim
mately 1dB at
a 1296 MHz which is inn good agreement with data sheet (typically 1,1dB) and
measureements taken
n with an HP
P346A noise ssource (nf measured
m
0,97dB).

6. Conclusions
In this paper a broadband “cold” matched noise source providing noise temperatures below room
temperature based on a Schottky diode was described. Its application in a noise figure measurement
setup with enhanced accuracy was shown. Because of the decreased cold temperature in
comparison to the usually used noise sources a lower hot temperature provided by more attenuation
and thus less gain error – see [5] ‐ can be applied in Y‐factor measurement method. Another
advantage of the proposed noise generator is the decreased tolerance in effective ENR value due to
the decreased cold temperature.
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8. Appendix
Starting with the basic equation which is evaluated in a noise figure measurement setup we have
(see e.g. [5])

T
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where
F: noise figure of device under test – linear scale,
ENR: excess noise ratio of noise source – linear scale,
Y: power ratio of power at output of DUT when noise source switched on to power at output of DUT
when noise source switched off – linear scale,
Tc: cold noise temperature of noise source (switched off) in K,
T0: reference noise temperature, T0=290K.
Furthermore the relation between equivalent noise temperature Te given in Kelvin of the DUT and its
(linear) noise figure F is given by (see e.g. [4])
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Throughout this paper it also holds for the noise figure of the DUT in dB

nf  10  log( F )

(A3)

Furthermore the definition of the (linear) ENR is given by
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where Th is the hot temperature when the noise source is switched on. Mostly ENR is given in dB’s,
thus

enr  10  log
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The measured Y‐factor could be expressed in terms of Te, Th and Tc according to

Y
Or in dB’s
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y  10  logY 

(A7)

As can be seen from equation (A1) two major sources of error in a noise figure measurement setup
are the enr calibration uncertainty and y factor measurement uncertainty. For state of the art noise
sources, e.g. a HP346A an enr = 5..6dB and an uncertainty of enr = +/‐ 0.2dB are specified. The
uncertainty of y factor measurement is specified in terms of instrument uncertainty, e.g.
y = +/‐ 0.1dB for an HP8970.
Obviously these two variables are independent and thus differential calculus in the form of Taylor
series and combining the uncertainties in a root‐sum‐of‐squares fashion can be applied to find the
uncertainty of F:
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The partial derivatives of the function given in (A1) to the respective variables needed in equation
(A8) are given as follows:
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With
enr
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The linear F according to (A8) can thus be calculated as a function of enr, y and Tc ‐ or in terms
of dB it holds

nf 
which is the resulting nf uncertainty.
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